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FIRE INSURANCE PLANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CITIES
WITH MULTIPLE VOLUMES

BURNABY -- 1

Greater Vancouver, Vol. 15:

**Bounded by:** Boundary Road to Arden Avenue / Burrard Inlet to the Great Northern Railway


1 plan in 2 sheets : microfiche. NB: Key plan only (sheets C & D).

National Archives of Canada microfiche 10513


1 plan in 11 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200].

IAO-BC Vancouver v.15 1940 (Loc. 16) [M5165]

1 plan in 12 sheets : microfiche.
National Archives of Canada microfiche 10512


1 plan in 11 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200].

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.15 1940 (Loc. 17) [M6197]


1 plan in 11 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200].

IAO-BC Vancouver v.15 1940A (Loc. 16) [M5181]
FIRE INSURANCE PLANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CITIES
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BURNABY -- 2

Greater Vancouver, Vol. 16:

**Bounded by:** Piper Avenue to North Road / Burrard Inlet to New Westminster Boundary


1 plan in 2 sheets : ms. col.; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:6 000]. Index only.

IAO-BC Vancouver v.16 1927 (Loc. 16)  [M5173]


1 plan in 2 sheets : ms. col.; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:6 000]. Index only.

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.16 1927 (Loc. 17)  [M6189]


1 plan in 2 sheets : ms. col.; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:6 000]. Index only.

IAO-BC Vancouver v.16 1927A (Loc. 16)  [M5199]
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BURNABY -- 3

Greater Vancouver, Vol. 17:
**Bounded by:** Boundary Road to Piper Avenue / Great Northern Railway/Myrtle Street to Grange Street


1 plan in 4 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]

IAO-BC Vancouver v.17 1950 (Loc. 16) [M5207]

1 plan in 4 sheets : microfiche.

**National Archives of Canada microfiche 10514**


1 plan in 4 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.17 1950 (Loc. 17) [M6205]


1 plan in 4 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]

IAO-BC Vancouver v.17 1950A (Loc. 16) [M5215]
Greater Vancouver, Vol. 18:

**Bounded by:** Boundary Road to 4th. Avenue/New Westminster boundary / Grange Street to BCER Lulu Island branch

1950  

1 plan in 21 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] and [1:1 200]

IAO-BC Vancouver v.18 1950 (Loc. 16)

1 plan in 22 sheets : microfiche.

National Archives of Canada microfiche 10515

1950  

1 plan in 21 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] and [1:1 200]

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.18 1950 (Loc. 17)

IAO-BC Vancouver v.18 1950A (Loc. 16)
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BURNABY – 5

Greater Vancouver, Vol. 19:

Bound by: Boundary Road to New Westminster boundary / BCER line to Fraser River


1 plan : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:6 000]. NB: Key plan only

IAO-BC Vancouver v.19 1927 (Loc. 19) [M5249]

1 plan : microfiche. National Archives of Canada microfiche 10516


1 plan : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:6 000]. NB: Key plan only.

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.19 1927 (Loc. 17) [M6221]


1 plan : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:6 000]. NB: Key plan only.

IAO-BC Vancouver v.19 1927A (Loc. 16) [M5280]
Burnaby, B.C. Vol. 1:

Bounded by: Boundary Road to Fell/Gilley Avenues / Burrard Inlet to Fraser River


1 plan in 76 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

IAO-C Burnaby v.1 1964 (Loc. 865C) [M8326]


1 plan in 78 sheets on 39 : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Burnaby v.1 1964 (Loc. 865C) [M12260]
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BURNABY – 7

Burnaby, B.C. Vol. 2:
Bounded by: Fell Avenue to North Road/Coquitlam boundary / Burrard Inlet to Fraser River

1 plan in 53 sheets on 26 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
IAO-C Burnaby v.2 1964 (Loc. 865C) [M8953]

1 plan in 53 sheets on 26 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Burnaby v.2 1964 (Loc. 865C) [M12278]
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NORTH VANCOUVER -- 1

Greater Vancouver, Vol. 20:
Bounded by: Delbruck/View Avenues to Hendry/William Duchess Avenues / [Braemar ? Road to Burrard Inlet

1 plan in 2 sheets on 1: ms. co., ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600].
IAO-C Vancouver v.20 1930 (Loc. 17) [M10546]

1 plan in 42 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.20-v.22 1950 (Loc. Portfolio) [M5306]

1 plan in 42 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.20 1960 (Loc. 16) [M5363]

1 plan in 42 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.20 1964 (Loc. 16) [M5355]

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.20 1950 (Loc. 17) [M6239]

1 plan in 42 sheets : microfiche
National Archives of Canada microfiche 10517
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NORTH VANCOUVER -- 2

Greater Vancouver, Vol.21:

Bounded by: Capilano River to Delbruck/View Avenues / Prospect Avenue to Burrard Inlet

1951  

1 plan in 8 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]  
IAO-BC Vancouver v.20-v.22 1950 (Loc. Portfolio) [M3314]

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.21 1951 (Loc. 17) [M6247]

1958  

1 plan in 8 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]  
IAO-BC Vancouver v.21 1958 (Loc. 16) [M5421]

1 plan in 8 sheets : microfiche  
National Archives of Canada microfiche 10518

1960  

1 plan in 8 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]  
IAO-BC Vancouver v.21 1960 (Loc. 16) [M5439]

1961  

1 plan in 8 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; Scale [1:600].  
IAO-C Vancouver v.21 1961 (Loc. 17)
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NORTH VANCOUVER -- 3

Greater Vancouver, Vol.22:
Bounded by: Hendry/William/Duchess Avenues to [Riverside Drive] / northern District boundary/Rice Lake to Burrard Inlet

1 plan in 5 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.20-v.22 1950 (Loc. Portfolio)

1 plan in 5 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.22 1930 (Loc. 17)

1 plan in 5 sheets : microfiche
National Archives of Canada microfiche 10519

1 plan in 5 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.22 1936 (Loc. 17)

1 plan in 5 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
IAO-C Vancouver v.22 1944 (Loc. 17)

1 plan in 5 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.22 1948 (Loc. 17)
NORTH VANCOUVER:

     1 plan in 68 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200] & index, 6 sh.
     IAO-C North Vancouver 1965 (Loc. 865C)  [M8649]

     1 plan in 75 sheets on 38 : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. Scale [1:1,200].
     Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps North Vancouver 1965 (Loc. 865C)
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OAK BAY -- 1

Greater Victoria, Vol.3:
Bounded by: Foul Bay Road to Haro Strait / Lansdowne Road to Juan de Fuca Strait

   1 plan in 44 sheets : ms. col, ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]
IAO-BC Victoria v.3 1940 (Loc. 17) [M11973]

   1 plan in 42 sheets on 26 : ms. col, ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]
IAO-BC Victoria v.3 1950 (Loc. 17) [M11957]

   1 plan in 47 sheets : ms. col. ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Victoria v.3 1950 (Loc. 17) [M16725]

   1 plan in 47 sheets : microfiche.
National Archives of Canada microfiche 10487

   1 plan in 45 sheets on 27 : ms. col, ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]
IAO-BC Victoria v.3 1964 (Loc. 17) [M11965]
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OAK BAY -- 2

Greater Victoria, Vol.6:

Bounded by: Shelbourne Road to Cadboro Bay / Feltham Road to Lansdowne Road


1 plan in 2 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Victoria v.6 1931 (Loc. 17) [M12054]
[NB: sh. 606 only for Oak Bay]


1 plan in 4 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Victoria v.6 1940 (Loc. 17) [M12047]
[NB: Sheets 601, 602, 606, 625 only]

1 plan in 4 sheets : microfiche.
National Archives of Canada microfiche 10532


1 plan in 4 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Victoria v.6 1964 (Loc. 17) [M12039]
[NB: Sheets 601, 602, 606, 625 only]


1 plan in 4 sheets : ms. col. ; 63 x 53 cm. Scale [1:1,200] ; (Shelbourne-Cadboro Bay / Feltham Rd-Lansdowne Rd).
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Victoria v.6 1940 (Loc. 17)
OAK BAY

    1 plan in 8 sheets on 4 : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200] ; index
    IAO-C Oak Bay 1968 (Loc. 865C)  [M8631] 

    1 plan in 8 sheets on 4 : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200] ; index
    Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Oak Bay 1968 (Loc. 865C)  [M12641]
SAANICH -- 1

      1 plan in 44 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200] ; index
     IAO-C Saanich 1968 (Loc. 865C) [M8771]

      1 plan in 53 sheets on 28 : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200] ; index
     Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Saanich 1968 (Loc. 865C) [M12872]
 Greater Victoria, Vol.3:

**Bounded by:** Foul Bay Road to Haro Strait / Lansdowne Road to Juan de Fuca Strait

1940  

1 plan in 44 sheets : ms. col, ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]  
**IAO-BC Victoria v.3 1940** (Loc. 17)  
[ M11973 ]

1950  

1 plan in 42 sheets on 26 : ms. col, ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]  
**IAO-BC Victoria v.3 1950** (Loc. 17)  
[ M11957 ]

1950  

1 plan in 47 sheets : ms. col. ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]  
**Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Victoria v.3 1950** (Loc. 17)  
[ M16725 ]

1 plan in 47 sheets : microfiche.  
**National Archives of Canada microfiche 10487**

1964  

1 plan in 45 sheets on 27 : ms. col, ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]  
**IAO-BC Victoria v.3 1964** (Loc. 17)  
[ M11965 ]
Greater Victoria, Vol.4:

**Bounded by:** Esquimalt Harbour to Victoria Harbour / CNR line to Juan de Fuca Strait


1 plan : partially ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

G3514 V5 G475 v.4 1931 (Loc. 15)


1 plan in 61 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Victoria v.4 1950 (Loc. 17) [M16733]

1 plan in 62 sheets : microfiche

National Archives of Canada microfiche 10485


1 plan in 43 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

IAO-BC Victoria v.4 1959 (Loc. 17) [M12005]


1 plan in 56 sheets on 31 : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

IAO-BC Victoria v.4 1960 (Loc. 17) [M11499]


1 plan in 61 sheets on 32 : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

IAO-BC Victoria v.4 1967 (Loc. 17) [M11981]
Greater Victoria, Vol. 5:

**Bounded by:** CNR to Shelbourne Street / Mt. Douglas Cross Road to Tolmie Avenue


1 plan in 5 sheets on 3: ms. col., ms. note; 63 x 53 cm.; scale [1:1 200]

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Victoria v.5 1931 (Loc. 17) [M16741]


1 plan in 6 sheets on 5: ms. col., ms. note; 63 x 53 cm.; scale [1:1 200]

IAO-BC Victoria v.5 1939 (Lo.17) [M12021]

1 plan in 9 sheets: microfiche

**National Archives of Canada microfiche 10525**


1 plan in 9 sheets on 7: ms. col., ms. note; 63 x 53 cm.; scale [1:1 200]

IAO-BC Victoria v.5 1967 (Loc. 17) [M12013]
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SAANICH – 5

Greater Victoria, Vol.6:
Bounded by: Shelbourne Road to Cadboro Bay / Feltham Road to Lansdowne Road

1 plan in 2 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Victoria v.6 1931 (Loc. 17) [M12054]

1 plan in 4 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Victoria v.6 1940 (Loc. 17) [M12047]

1 plan in 4 sheets : microfiche.
National Archives of Canada microfiche 10532

1 plan in 4 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Victoria v.6 1964 (Loc. 17) [M12039]

1 plan in 4 sheets : ms. col. ; 63 x 53 cm. Scale [1:1,200] ; (Shelbourne-Cadboro Bay / Feltham Rd-Lansdowne Rd).
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Victoria v.6 1940 (Loc. 17)
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VANCOUVER – 1

VANCOUVER

1885  
  1 plan : ms.col. ; 63 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]
G3514 V3:3 C4 G475 1885 S2 (Loc. 15) [M2543]

G3514 V3:3 C4 G475 1885 S2 Aperture (Fiche cabinet) [M1410]

G3514 V3:3 C4 G475 1885a S2 (Loc. 15) [M6296]

1889  
  1 plan in 21 sheets : photocopy ; 38 x 46 cm. ; scale [1:600]
  Area covered: Bute to Hawks Streets / Burrard Inlet to False Creek.
HR G3514 V3 D3 1889 (Loc. Oversize) [M6783]

1904  
  1 plan : ms. col. ; 37 x 55 cm. ; scale [1:600]
G3514 V3:3 S7 G475 1904 G6 (Loc. 15) [M4119]

1912  
Eburne B. Col. Novr. 1909 / Chas. E. Goad civil engineer; extension May 1912. -- Montreal, Toronto and London : Chas. E. Goad, 1912.
  1 plan in 3 sheets on 6 : photocopy ; 46 x 61 ch. ; scale [1:600]
  Area covered: Granville to Heather Streets / 70th Avenue to Fraser River.
G3514 V3:3 M3 G475 1909a G6 (Loc. 15) [M4143]

1912  
Goad's atlas of the city of Vancouver British Columbia and surrounding municipalities, in four volumes: Volume one, July 1912 includes City of Vancouver, west of Carrell & Ontario streets, the whole of the municipality of Point Grey and that part of the municipality of South Vancouver west of Ontario street / founded on registered plans and special surveys showing registered plans, dimensions of lots, and buildings, by Chas. E. Goad Company, civil engineers and land surveyors, Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg, Canada, and London, England. -- Vancouver, B.C. : Chas. E. Goad Company, 1912.
  1 plan in 49 sheets : ms. col. ; 46 x 71 cm. ; scale [1:1 200] & [1:2 400]
  Area covered: Acadia to Ontario Streets / Burrard Inlet to Fraser River.
G3514 V3 G475 1912 G6 v.1 (Loc. Oversize) [M6304]
1960  *Goad's atlas of the city of Vancouver British Columbia and surrounding municipalities, in four volumes: Volume one, July 1912 includes City of Vancouver, west of Carrell & Ontario streets, the whole of the municipality of Point Grey and that part of the municipality of South Vancouver west of Ontario street / founded on registered plans and special surveys showing registered plans, dimensions of lots, and buildings, by Chas. E. Goad Company, civil engineers and land surveyors, Vancouver, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg, Canada, and London, England; [revisions from May 1923 to Dec. 31, 1960]. -- Vancouver, B.C. : Chas. E. Goad Company, 1912- [1960].

1 plan in 50 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 46 x 71 cm. ; scale [1:1 200] & [1:2 400]

*Area covered:* Acadia to Ontario Streets / Burrard Inlet to Fraser River.

**G3514 V3 G475 1912 G6 1960 v.1** (Loc. Oversize)  

[M6270]
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VANCOUVER – 3

Greater Vancouver, Vol.A:

Bounded by: Vancouver Harbour, Burrard Inlet -- Chilco to Kootenay Streets / Burrard Inlet to CPR mainline

1925
1 plan in 13 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]
HR G3514 V3 B75 v.A (Loc. Oversize) [M5868]

G3514 V3 B75 v.A Aperture (Fiche cabinet)

1960
1 plan in 13 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.A 1960 (Loc. 16) [M4978]

1960
1 plan in 25 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
HR G3514 V3 U53 v.A (Loc. Oversize) [M6148]

1960
1 plan in 25 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.A 1960 (Loc. 865C) [M16543]
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VANCOUVER – 4

Greater Vancouver, Vol.1:

**Bounded by:** Lagoon to Main Street / Burrard Inlet to 6th Avenue

1920


1 plan in 90 sheets : photocopy ; 41 x 35 cm. ; scale [1:600]

**Area covered:** Park to McLean Drives / Burrard Inlet to False Creek.

HR G3514 V3 G5 v.1 (Loc. Oversize) [M6080]

G3514 V3 G5 v.1 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)

1940


1 plan in 87 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

HR G3514 V3 B75 v.1 (Loc. 15) [M5876]

G3514 V3 B75 v.1 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)

1951


1 plan in 87 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

IAO-BC Vancouver v.1 1951 (Loc. 16) [M4986]

1955


1 plan in 79 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

HR G3514 V3 U53 v.1 (Loc. Oversize) [M6866]

1955


1 plan in 79 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.1 1954 (Loc. 865C) [M16535]
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VANCOUVER – 5

Greater Vancouver, Vol.2:

Bounded by: Alma to Main Streets / False Creek to 16th Avenue

1 plan in 127 sheets : photocopy ; 41 x 35 cm. ; scale [1:600]  
Area covered: MacDonald to Woodland Drives / False Creek to 16th Avenues.

HR G3514 V3 G5 v.2 (Loc. Oversize)  [M6858]
G3514 V3 G5 v.2 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)

1 plan in 91 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]  

HR G3514 V3 B75 v.2 (Loc. 15)  [M5900]
G3514 V3 B75 v.2 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)

1 plan in 94 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]  

IAO-BC Vancouver v.2 1951 (Loc. 16)  [M4994]

1 plan in 85 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]  

HR G3514 V3 U53 v.2 (Loc. Oversize)  [M6874]

1 plan in 88 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]  
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.2 1955 (Loc. 865C)  [M15974]
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VANCOUVER -- 6

Greater Vancouver, Vol.3:

**Bounded by:** Main Street to Victoria Drive/Knight Street / CPR mainline to 25th Avenue


1 plan in 87 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

**HR G3514 V3 B75 v.3** (Loc. 15)  [M5918]

**G3514 V3 B75 v.3 Aperture** (Fiche cabinet)


1 plan in 89 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

**HR G3514 V3 U53 v.3** (Loc. Oversize)  [M6957]


1 plan in 90 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

**Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.3 1956** (Loc. 865C)  [M15966]
Greater Vancouver, Vol.4:

**Bounded by:** Victoria Street to Boundary Road / Burrard Inlet to Graveley Street

1927  

1 plan in 55 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]

HR G3514 V3 B75 v.4 (Loc. 15) [M5934]

G3514 V3 B75 v.4 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)

1958


1 plan in 20 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:2 400]

HR G3514 V3 U53 v.4 (Loc. Oversize) [M6965]

1958


1 plan in 20 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:2 400]

Maps-Ms.Coll.- Phelps Vancouver v.4 1958 (Loc. 865C) [M16378]
Greater Vancouver, Vol.5:

**Bounded by:** Victoria Street to Boundary Road / Graveley Street to 29th Avenue

1927  
1 plan in 15 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]  
HR G3514 V3 B75 v.5 (Loc. 15) [M5942]

1959  
1 plan in 18 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:2 400]  
HR G3514 V3 U53 v.5 (Loc. Oversize) [M6999]

1959  
1 plan in 18 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:2 400]  
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.5 1959 (Loc. 865C) [M16386]
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VANCOUVER – 9

Greater Vancouver, Vol.6:
Bounded by: Cambie to Dumfries Avenues / 16th to 49th/51st Avenues

1 plan in 56 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]
HR G3514 V3 B75 v.6 (Loc. 15) [M5959]

G3514 V3 B75 v.6 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)

1 plan in 16 sheets on 8 : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.6 1960 (Loc. 865C) [M5009]

1 plan in 16 sheets on 8 : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
HR G3514 V3 U53 v.6 (Loc. Oversize) [M7005]

1 plan in 15 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.6 1960 (Loc. 865C) [M16394]
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VANCOUVER -- 10

Greater Vancouver, Vol.7:

**Bounded by:** Victoria/Knight Streets to Boundary Road / 15th Avenue to Fraser River

1914  

1 plan in 46 sheets : ms. col. ; 65 x 55 cm. ; scale [1:600]

G3514 V3 G475 v.7 1914 G6 (Loc. 15) [M4291]

1932  

1 plan in 82 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

HR G3514 V3 B75 v.7 (Loc. 15) [M5967]

G3514 V3 B75 v.7 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)

1950  

1 plan in 82 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

IAO-BC Vancouver v.7 1950 (Loc. 16) [M5033]

1962  

1 plan in 25 sheets on 13 : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

IAO-BC Vancouver v.7 1962 (Loc. 865C) [M5017]

1962  

1 plan in 25 sheets on 13 : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

HR G3514 V3 U53 v.7 (Loc. Oversize) [M7021]

1962  

1 plan in 24 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.7 1962 (Loc. 865C) [M16402]
Greater Vancouver, Vol.8:

**Bounded by:** Ash Street to Victoria Drive / 49th/51st Avenues to Fraser River

**1926**


1 plan in 33 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

_HR G3514 V3 B75 v.8 (Loc. 15) [M5975]

_G3514 V3 B75 v.8 Aperture_ (Fiche cabinet)

**1953**


1 plan in 24 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:2 400]

_HR G3514 V3 U53 v.8 (Loc. Oversize) [M7039]


1 plan in 24 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:2 400]

_Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps v.8 1953 (Loc. 865C) [M16360]_
Greater Vancouver, Vol.9:

Bounded by: Victoria Drive to Boundary Road / 47th/49 Avenues to Fraser River

1926


1 plan in 10 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

HR G3514 V3 B75 v.9 (Loc. 15)  [M5983]

G3514 V3 B75 v.9 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)

1942


1 plan in 10 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

IAO-BC Vancouver v.9 1942 (Loc. 16)  [M5041]
FIRE INSURANCE PLANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CITIES
WITH MULTIPLE VOLUMES

VANCOUVER -- 13

Greater Vancouver, Vol.10:
Bounded by: Dunbar to Cambie Streets / 16th-33rd Avenues

1 plan in 19 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]
HR G3514 V3 B75 v.10 (Loc. 15)
[M6007]

G3514 V3 B75 v.10 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)

1 plan in 22 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.10 1946 (Loc. 16)
[M5058]

1 plan in 13 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
HR G3514 V3 U53 v.10 (Loc. Oversize)
[M5991]

1 plan in 13 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.10 1962 (Loc. 865C)
[M16410]
FIRE INSURANCE PLANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CITIES
WITH MULTIPLE VOLUMES

VANCOUVER -- 14

Greater Vancouver, Vol.11:
Bounded by: East/West Boulevard to Heather/Cambie Street / 33rd Avenue to Fraser River

1 plan in 25 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
HR G3514 V3 B75 v.11 (Loc. 15) [M6023]

G3514 V3 B75 v.11 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)

1 plan in 33 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600], [1:1 200] & [1:2 400]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.11 1947 (Loc. 16) [M5116]

1 plan in 24 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.11 1962 (Loc. 865C) [M5025]

1 plan in 24 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
HR G3514 V3 U53 v.11 (Loc. Oversize) [M7088]

1 plan in 24 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.11 1962 (Loc. 865C) [M16428]
FIRE INSURANCE PLANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CITIES
WITH MULTIPLE VOLUMES

VANCOUVER -- 15

Greater Vancouver, Vol.12:
  Bounded by: Dunbar Street to West Boulevard / 33rd Avenue to Fraser River


  1 plan in 21 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.12 1936 (Loc. 16) [M5124]


  1 plan in 21 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
HR G3514 V3 B75 v.12 (Loc. 15) [M6031]

G3514 V3 B75 v.12 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)


  1 plan in 8 sheets on 4 : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.12 1962 (Loc. 865C) [M5132]


  1 plan in 8 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
HR G3514 V3 U53 v.12 (Loc. Oversize) [M7096]


  1 plan in 8 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.12 1962 (Loc. 865C) [M16436]
FIRE INSURANCE PLANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CITIES
WITH MULTIPLE VOLUMES

VANCOUVER -- 16

Greater Vancouver, Vol.13:

Bounded by: Blanca to Dunbar Streets / English Bay to King Edward/25th Avenue


1 plan in 19 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:1 1 300]

HR G3514 V3 B75 v.13 (Loc. 15)  [M6759]

G3514 V3 B75 v.13 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)


1 plan in 19 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:1 1 300]

IAO-BC Vancouver v.13 1936 (Loc. 16)  [M5140]


1 plan in 13 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

HR G3514 V3 U53 v.13 (Loc. Oversize)  [M7146]


1 plan in 13 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.13 1962 (Loc. 865C)  [M16444]
FIRE INSURANCE PLANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CITIES
WITH MULTIPLE VOLUMES

VANCOUVER -- 17

Greater Vancouver, Vol.14:
Bounded by: Strait of Georgia to Blanca Street / English Bay to Fraser River


1 plan in 8 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:2 400]
HR G3514 V3 B75 v.14 (Loc. 15) [M6767]

G3514 V3 B75 v.14 Aperture (Fiche cabinet)


1 plan in 8 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; Scale [1:600] & [1:1,200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.14 1932 (Loc. 16)


1 plan in 6 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
HR G3514 V3 U53 v.14 (Loc. Oversize) [M7138]


1 plan in 6 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 31 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.14 1962 (Loc. 865C) [M16477]
FIRE INSURANCE PLANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CITIES
WITH MULTIPLE VOLUMES

VICTORIA -- 1

Victoria

1 plan in 13 sheets : ms. co. ; 63 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]
G3514 V5 G475 1885 S2 (Loc. 15) [M2576]

1907 Victoria, British Columbia.
1 sheets : microfiche. NB: Street index only, sheet 1A.
National Archives of Canada microfiche 10486
GREATER VICTORIA, Vol.1:

**Bounded by:** Dominion Road [Esquimalt boundary]/Victoria Harbour to Blackwood/Cook Streets / Harriet/Burnside/Alpha Streets/Kelvin Road [Saanich boundary] to Juan de Fuca Strait

1911 *Insurance plan of Victoria, British Columbia, volume I* / [surveyed] June 1911 [by]

Chas. E. Goad, civil engineer, Toronto, Montreal and Winnipeg. -- Toronto, Montreal, & Winnipeg : Chas. E. Goad, 1911.

1 plan in 77 sheets : photocopy ; 54 x 65 cm. ; scale [1:600]

**Area covered:** Victoria Harbour to Burns St. / Alpha/Topaz Ave. to Juan de Fuca Strait.

G3514 V5 G475 1911a G6 v.1 (Loc. 15) [M4663]

1 plan in 77 sheets : 35 mm. col. transparencies.

Map S112-Map S182


1 plan in 180 sheets on 38 : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200] & [1:2 400]

IAO-C Victoria v.1 1967 (Loc. 865C) [M8912]

1 plan in 180 sheets on 41 : microfiche

National Archives of Canada microfiche 126743


1 plan in 180 sheets on 38 : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200] & [1:2 400]

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Victoria v.1 1967 (Loc. 865C) [M16501]
Greater Victoria, Vol.2:

**Bounded by:** Fifth/Blackwood/Cook Streets to Foul Bay Road [Oak Bay boundary] / Tolmie/North Dairy Road [Saanich boundary] to Juan de Fuca Strait

1911 *Insurance plan of Victoria, British Columbia, volume II* / [surveyed] June 1911 [by]
Chas. E. Goad, civil engineer, Toronto, Montreal and Winnipeg. -- Toronto, Montreal & Winnipeg : Chas. E. Goad, 1911.

1 plan in 65 sheets : photocopy ; 54 x 65 cm. ; scale [1:600]

**Area covered:** Constance Cove to Victoria Harbour/Cook Street to Victoria/Burns Streets (Oak Bay) / Gorge/Bay Street to Juan de Fuca Strait.

G3514 V5 G475 1911a G6 v.2 (Loc. 15) [M4663]

35 mm. col. transparencies.

Map S183-Map S252


1 plan in 26 sheets on 17 : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:2 400]

IAO-C Victoria v.2 1959 (Loc. 865C) [M8920]

1 plan in 180 sheets on 41 : microfiche

National Archives of Canada microfiche 126743


1 plan in 26 sheets on 17 : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:2 400]

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Victoria v.2 1959 (Loc. 865C) [M16519]
FIRE INSURANCE PLANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CITIES
WITH MULTIPLE VOLUMES

VICTORIA -- 4

Greater Victoria, Vol.3:

Bounded by: Foul Bay Road to Haro Strait / Lansdowne Road to Juan de Fuca Strait


1 plan in 44 sheets : ms. col, ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]
IAO-BC Victoria v.3 1940 (Loc. 17) [M11973]


1 plan in 42 sheets on 26 : ms. col, ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]
IAO-BC Victoria v.3 1950 (Loc. 17) [M11957]


1 plan in 47 sheets : ms. col. ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Victoria v.3 1950 (Loc. 17) [M16725]

1 plan in 47 sheets : microfiche.
National Archives of Canada microfiche 10487


1 plan in 45 sheets on 27 : ms. col, ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:600]
IAO-BC Victoria v.3 1964 (Loc. 17) [M11965]
Greater Victoria, *Vol.4*:

**Bounded by:** Esquimalt Harbour to Victoria Harbour / CNR line to Juan de Fuca Strait


   1 plan : partially ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

   G3514 V5 G475 v.4 1931 (Loc. 15) [M4085]


   1 plan in 61 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

   Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Victoria v.4 1950 (Loc. 17) [M12005]

   1 plan in 62 sheets : microfiche

   National Archives of Canada microfiche 10485


   1 plan in 43 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

   IAO-BC Victoria v.4 1959 (Loc. 17) [M12005]


   1 plan in 56 sheets on 31 : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

   IAO-BC Victoria v.4 1960 (Loc. 17) [M11999]


   1 plan in 61 sheets on 32 : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600]

   IAO-BC Victoria v.4 1967 (Loc. 17) [M11981]
FIRE INSURANCE PLANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CITIES
WITH MULTIPLE VOLUMES

VICTORIA -- 6

Greater Victoria, Vol.5:

Bounded by: CNR to Shelbourne Street / Mt. Douglas Cross Road to Tolmie Avenue

1931 Insurance plan of Victoria, British Columbia, volume five : Municipality of Saanich
/ surveyed July 1925. -- [Vancouver, B.C.] : British Columbia Fire Underwriters
Association, 1925-[1931].

1 plan in 5 sheets on 3 : ms. col., ms. note ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Victoria v.5 1931 (Loc. 17) [M16741]

1939 Insurance plan of Victoria, British Columbia, volume five : Municipality of Saanich
/ surveyed July 1925. -- [Vancouver, B.C.] : British Columbia Fire Underwriters
Association, 1925-[1939].

1 plan in 6 sheets on 5 : ms. col., ms. note ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Victoria v.5 1939 (Lo.17) [M12021]

1 plan in 9 sheets : microfiche
National Archives of Canada microfiche 10525

1967 Insurance plan of Victoria, British Columbia, volume five : Municipality of Saanich
/ surveyed July 1925. -- [Vancouver, B.C.] : British Columbia Fire Underwriters
Association, 1925-[1967].

1 plan in 9 sheets on 7 : ms. col., ms. note ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Victoria v.5 1967 (Loc. 17) [M12013]
FIRE INSURANCE PLANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CITIES
WITH MULTIPLE VOLUMES

VICTORIA -- 7

Greater Victoria, Vol.6:

Bounded by: Shelbourne Road to Cadboro Bay / Feltham Road to Lansdowne Road


1 plan in 2 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

IAO-BC Victoria v.6 1931 (Loc. 17) [M12054]


1 plan in 4 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

IAO-BC Victoria v.6 1940 (Loc. 17) [M12047]

1 plan in 4 sheets : microfiche.

National Archives of Canada microfiche 10532


1 plan in 4 sheets : ms. col., ms. annotations ; 63 x 53 cm. ; scale [1:1 200]

IAO-BC Victoria v.6 1964 (Loc. 17) [M12039]


1 plan in 4 sheets : ms. col. ; 63 x 53 cm. Scale [1:1,200] ; (Shelbourne-Cadboro Bay / Feltham Rd-Lansdowne Rd).

Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Victoria v.6 1940 (Loc. 17)
WEST VANCOUVER -- 1

Greater Vancouver, Vol. 24:

Bounded by: Whytecliff to Capilano River / Hollyburn Ridge to English Bay


1 plan in 21 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.24 1950 (Loc. Oversize) [M5462]


1 plan in 22 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps Vancouver v.24 1950 (Loc. 17) [M17459]

1 plan in 22 sheets : microfiche
National Archives of Canada microfiche 10520


1 plan in 14 sheets : photocopy, ms. col., ms. annotations ; 45 x 72 cm. ; scale [1:2 400]
G3514 W47 G475 1926 F6 1958 (Loc. Oversize) [M6320]


1 plan in 22 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200]
IAO-BC Vancouver v.24 1961 (Loc. 17) [M5470]
FIRE INSURANCE PLANS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CITIES
WITH MULTIPLE VOLUMES

WEST VANCOUVER -- 1

Greater Vancouver, Vol. 24:

Bounded by: Whytecliff to Capilano River / Hollyburn Ridge to English Bay


1 plan in 22 sheets : ms. col. ; 64 x 54 cm. ; scale [1:600] & [1:1 200] ; index
IAO-BC Vancouver v.24 1964 (Loc. 17) [M5488]


1 plan in 21 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200] ; index
Maps-Ms.Coll.-Phelps West Vancouver 1966 (Loc. 865C) [M15362]


1 plan in 21 sheets on 14 1/2 sheets : ms. col. ; 33 x 30 cm. ; scale [1:1 200] ; index
IAO-C West Vancouver 1966A (Loc. 865C) [M ]